2011 dodge caravan tipm

How fair is that to the consumer when you know you have a problem with them? If this problem
is not addressed soon, I will never buy Chrysler products again. This is the first and last Dodge
vehicle I will ever own. TIPM went out. At first it didn't want to start. The van would just crank I
did not even need to hold the key to start just turned it to start and it would keep cranking until
it would start. Then shut off while driving. Very unsafe this should of been a recall after seeing
all the other complaints. Dodge wants to replace fuel pump first before they will consider a new
TIPM. Chrysler is lucky I did not have an accident in this van for I would of sued the daylights
out of them for selling vehicles that are not safe and a hazard. Chrysler knows there faulty but
will not recall them. Worst vehicle I have ever owned. Spends more time and money being
repaired than on the road. We have had multiple electrical issues with our Grand Caravan. All
TIPM-related issues that others have reported. Dodge needs to recall this part because it causes
a lot of financial problems for owners while they pay for unnecessary diagnostic testing and
part replacements that do nothing to fix it. Update from Dec 23, : My wife got in the van this
afternoon and tried to start it to run an errand, but it would not start. The engine turned over and
she tried it multiple times, but it would not start. Always turned over; never started. It's got to be
the TIPM, given all the other little electronic issues. This is insane with a car that only has 78,
miles on it! Sorry for such a lengthy post, because this will be a long one. I just want to express
my regret for buying yet another Dodge. Think of it like a command center for all the electrical
functions of your car, and in FCA's case a very, very dysfunctional one. In March my tire
sensors starting going off, We replaced all of them with no luck, the gauges would still read
they were out. In April, the camshaft sensor went out while we were on vacation, and we
replaced it, in Florida. In May the camshaft sensor went out again, shortly after having it
replaced for the second time. Only a week later!!!! Our van would start acting possessed. The
locks would lock and unlock by themselves while driving, seemed like every time it rained out
windows would roll down by themselves over night or while we were in a store while the van
was shut off. In June the van started stalling while we would drive it. It would randomly die while
idling. While in the moment I thought the shop had done something to it, since i had gotten
frustrated with them there, poor fellas that clearly was not the case. I was under the impression
my fuel pump had went out, so I paid to have that replaced. Around Sept the van wouldn't start.
It would crank but not start. My fuel pump would turn on, after turning the key on and off several
times. In Oct the fuel pump would run while the van was off, had to disconnect the positive on
the battery so it wouldn't burn up. At this point, my van wouldn't start at all, and the van acted
like it was dead. I went and bought a new battery, day after i replaced that, my van needed to be
jumped EACH time i wanted to start it. Today on Oct Is my last straw. Thanks FCA, a mother and
her two young children had to find a ride home because it stalled and shut down while sitting in
a drive thru. Never will I again buy anything that is made by the FCA. I've been doing a little
research, and my findings are absolutely disgusting. The problem is so widespread that
replacement TIPMs are on national back order! Chrysler remains silent while owners are left
scrambling to pay for and order the part. Nearly a year later, that petition was denied. July 3rd,
Chrysler issued a recall for , Jeep Wrangler and Dodge Nitro vehicles from the model year. The
vehicles were known to stall because the TIPM would reset itself due to a timing error. The CAS
estimated 7 million vehicles have power issues. It alleges Chrysler concealed the defect since
and continued to install faulty parts until the model year. February 28th, Chrysler issues another
recall for , SUVs because of fuel pump relay problems that cause engine stalling or starting
problems. TIPM is faulty and have been replaced. Started a couple months ago that when I tried
to start the car, would crank but not turnover. After a few tries it would. Yesterday morning tried
to start and it would crank but not turn over. Over a year ago intermittently when you would
unlock the doors the horn would start going off and pushing the buttons on the fob after a
couple minutes you could get it to stop pulled fuses. Could not find anyone who had any idea
what was causing it. Six months ago the battery started going dead had it checked and the
alternator both were fine. Was able to track down that the TIPM had faulty relays that were not
shutting down. Now the fuel pump runs non stop must pull battery cable to keep battery from
going dead. The horn relay and fuel pump relays are stuck and can not be replaced separately.
Found a place to send the TIPM in and get it repaired for aprox. Van started having problems
starting, then stalling out and left us stranded several times. Wipers go on and off whenever
they chose, rear backup camera stopped working, interior lights and dash lights flash on and off
whenever they want as well. Found a temporary solution through an internet search and it has
saved us so far but it is only a band-aid. If anyone is interested in the temporary fix please email
me as I am not certain if I can post the website here or not. The engineer who sells the fix
guarantees his bypass. We have used his bypass since July We recently have been having
issues with our van stalling while driving at all speed ranges. This is really concerning me as we
most of the time have 3 children in this vehicle as it is used as our family vehicle and when it

stalls you lose all control of the power steering and brakes which is really hazardous on the
freeway. Just this morning we almost got rear-ended as the van stalled doing about 65 MPH and
we quickly began to slow down once it stalled causing the vehicle be hide us to basically
swerve into the other lane causing a even bigger accident. Now I'm reading all this complaints
and finding out that Dodge will not come forward and replace these defective relays. Dodge will
be forced to once someone reports a fatality from this problem. The problem is getting worse
and worried about the safety of my vehicle as it's our main source of transportation for our two
young kids. I do not want to put out thousands I do not have when this issue should be recalled
as its all over the internet as being an issue with pending lawsuits. My Dodge Grand Caravan
Battery indicator came on, door locks locked and unlocks, transmission goes in and out of gear
and then van dies. I put in a new battery and it runs fine until battery discharges so i charge it
again and run fine battery indicator light stay on still. I am told that it's the TIPM. I was having
issues with my van starting. At first I thought it was just the weather as it started around
Christmas. Then it started having issues all the time. I would have to put it in Neutral to get it to
start, and even then it would take several tries throughout the day. I took it to a couple of places
to have it looked at, and of course, every time it would start just fine for them. Finally, a friend
looked at it and said that he had found online of the TIPM issues. We took it to a dealership and
that is what it was. We looked online to see exactly what it was and saw that there are some
very serious issues with it that could have happened that could endanger the safety of myself
and my children, so I do not understand why this hasn't been recalled. Especially the year that
my vehicle was made has the most problems!! Not happy at all. I researched the problem and
found the temporary by-pass solution pretty quick and performed it to get the van to the Dealer.
I went ahead and had them fix the problem at the Dealer. The mechanic knew exactly what the
issue was and performed the "outboard relay" option to fix the issue. I wrote a letter to Dodge
Customer Service explaining the issue and referencing the two other recalls on the Grand
Cherokee and Durango. I provided my receipt and requested full re-imbursement. Out of no
where, I had start up problems. It made a click sound, like it was dead. It had battery life to
windows, radio, door locks, wipers, etc. I researched and saw people had a trick to get it turned
on. Turn it to the 1st position three times allowing the lights on the dash to come on, the fourth
time turn on the car. It worked for months. One day it no longer worked. I took it into the
dealership and they told me to replace the fuel pump and TPIM. I told them they could keep it. I
researched online and found Verticalvisions. I reviewed thier video and decided to try it. Went to
the dealership on a Sunday, installed it, jumped the car, it it started right up. I let it run for
awhile because it' had been dead for 2 weeks. Made them pay for my diagnostic fee because I
was about to drive it off the lot fixing it myself. Told them about the bypass cable, called them
crooks, and drove off the lot. They were shocked. Now I'll praying it will be recalled. I don't want
to sell the car in a private sale and its almost paid off. I don't want another car payment. I'm
going to wait it out and pray my inexpensive fix works for years on out! I've only had one issue
since the cable. It wouldn't start, again that damn clicking sound. I think it's the key fab because
I noticed it didn't want to lock. I waited 20 minutes and the brat strayed right up. One thing is for
sure, I will never by a Dodge or Chrysler again. Car will crank but not start, replaced the
alternator twice, the battery once and getting ready to take it to the dealership to get TIPM
replaced. I used the quick fix bypassing the fuel pump relay after ready about other owners
experiencing a similar issue. If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Ask your Dodge dealer.
Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this
page. Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area. Enter your zip
code: A free service from CarTalk. Very disappointing they know what the problem is and won't
fix. Hard to take on a fixed income. Send Comment Add Complaint. Comment Disabled Add
Complaint. Search CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
Locks, windows and lights randomly engage. New part not available for weeks, due to so many
TIPM failures. Chrysler will not help financially. I have missed work and had to get the car
towed. It all began with intermittent issues of it not starting on the first try. Some days it would
take 3 tries, others were tries to turn it over. Finally it left me stranded. Fortunately it was at a
gas station during a fill up in my town. Had it towed to my local mechanic and he diagnosed the
TIPM. In the process of testing all the components he had disconnected the TIPM and
reconnected it when the test was over. It started up again. This was during warmer weather. I
went ahead and drove it in the cold weather season and it didn't have any 'major' hiccups until
now, since the warmer weather is back. Not sure if that is incidental or if the warmer
temperatures cause it to act up worse. Regardless, I'm back to having more frequent and longer
hiccups with it starting. It also appears there is a class action lawsuit so I am crossing my
fingers since it appears this is a major common issue. I had my vehicle since around the mile
mark and it ran fine until now, so if new TIPM gets me another 70, miles down the road then I

guess it is worth it. Hoping the lawsuit reimburses everyone effected by this. This came along
after I noticed one night that my fuel pump was humming while my van was off. After installing
the fuel pump bypass circuit, it started like new and no need to replace the TIPM. Has been
starting and running properly ever since. Here is the link. Hopefully this can work for you as
well. Phone: This is the number to Dodge Hopefully if enough people call we can get it recalled!
I had my van shut off on a highway, It recently had to be towed to the dealership and is now a
giant paperweight It wont start. How is one of the main components to your vehicle not
covered!!?? This problem has stranded me and my kids numerous times and is bound to cause
a accident at some point when it shuts off going 65 mps with no warning. For over a year our
vehicle has hesitated to start. When we had warranty work done, they were unable to replicate
the issue, but it has continued on and off ever since. This past week the engine would not start
at all. It acted like it would turn over, but it did not. We had to call AAA four times in one week.
After days of this it died and stopped even trying to start. Finally, we had it towed to the shop
where they told us it was the fuel pump and replaced it but still, were unable to start the vehicle.
This should be a recall and we should be reimbursed. Dodge needs to recall this as they have
for the Durango and Jeep. I understand that they may have problems with parts, they just need
to do the right thing and fix this on their dime. Chrysler needs to own up to the faulty TIPM in
their vehicles. It's not a coincidence. My Caravan experienced the windows randomly going
down, back doors opening. Car struggling to start. We have replaced the starter, fuel pump only
to be told the TIPM is faulty. We are experiencing the same TIPM issues that several other FCA
customers are having-fuel pump continuing to run after vehicle shutdown, door locks operating
by themselves, sporadic engine starting, etc Oh, and boycott FCA products! Make your voice be
heard on every venue you can! By the way, who oversees the overseers? Something needs to
be done about this blatantly dangerous situation. My Dodge Grand Caravan has stalled out on
us 3 times on the freeway with no warning. After waiting about 40min. Recently the van stalled
out while I was towing my small camper. When I take it to get checked out no problem can ever
be found. This is so dangerous and there should be a recall on this. This article I recently read
at This is very unsafe. I have also had the transmission rebuilt, head replace on engine, AC unit
replaced, electric door recalibrated a couple of times along with other recall issues addressed.
Now the dealership sales and service guys are confirming to me that it is a bad vehicle. That I
should trade it in to them and buy another crappy Dodge vehicle. This is the worst vehicle I
have ever owned and will never buy another Dodge again. Dodge builds faulty vehicles, has the
client buy extended warranties to cover their oversights, and does not understand that the most
important thing in business is satisfied customers. So we were having our sliding van doors
opening by themselves, windows opening, the radio would turn on and windshield wipers
turned on by themselves. The lights would turn on themselves inside the van. We took it to get
fixed and they replaced it with a new TIPM Now about a year and a half later we are starting to
have the same issues again. Also ever since the dealership replaced the TIPM the fog lights
work as the turn signal and the turn signal works at the fog lights. The dealership won't fix it
and said it wasn't their fault when they changed the TIPM. Several issues have occurred with my
vehicle which leads me to believe that there is a faulty TIPM installed. I have experienced on
numerous occasions turning the key in the ignition and only getting a click, remove key fob and
try again, vehicle starts. I have also recently turned key fob in ignition and had the starter
continually turn without starting vehicle. Was unable to remote unlock vehicle one morning and
had to unlock with the key located in key fob. Once vehicle was unlocked, vehicle would not
start, acted like it had a dead battery. Placed vehicle on charger and got it started. Mechanic
checked vehicle could not find anything wrong. Drove car for 3 days and the check engine light
came on and has not gone out. If Dodge knew about these issues they should be held
accountable for repairs. I don't understand why there isn't a recall as of yet. I am a single parent
and need my vehicle for work and my kids. This is costing me money and causing me stress
that I don't need. So now I am debating on what to do since this is going to cost me more
money that I can't afford to spend and right before the holidays. The mechanic that finally found
my issue stated I can get it started after 34 tries and then it might stall or stop on me in the
middle of the road. This is so not safe. So at loss because I am still paying for this vehicle. I
have taken my dodge grand caravan in for recalls multiple times to adjust the computer. Every
time some little glitch seemed to appear. First the wipers would speed up and slow down
randomly, the window only works when it wants to. I have had the fuses checked, the starter
replaced and the batter replaced 3x. I checked and all connections are in good condition and
not corroded. After the vehicle fires up and is running it will stay on the next day it is the same
problem. After a time and continuous tries it turns over. There are no warning lights etc. The
only thing mentioned to me is that it may be the tipm. Something has to be done i cannot keep
ding this with 6 children especially with cold weather coming and we travel often. I am so

aggravated and annoyed. Intermittently been having problems with the van starting over the last
couple years, then it got really bad the last couple months to the point it would not start at all! It
wanted to start but would not turn over. I had to have it towed to a garage to be repaired. I talked
to the mechanic and told him about what I had found and he agreed that very well could be the
problem and sure enough it was! Hopefully everything works out! I have only had my van for
two years and it's been nothing but a huge headache. These past few months have been hell as
the dealership thinks that the TIPM is not the problem when I know damn well it is. I can only do
this so much before my vehicle just decides to crap out. I refuse to pay any more money into
this heap of crap!!!! I had a Toyota before I had children and never had it in the shop other than
the regular maintenance. That is not how to keep clientele coming back for your product. What's
it going to take? People getting killed because they shrug it off. Something needs to be done. I
got stuck on Halloween at a gas station! I had to have the car towed home then it wouldn't start
again had it towed to my mechanic who cost me hundreds of dollars trying different thing
thinking it was the fuel pump fuel relay etc I am so pissed off that isnt being handled
appropriately by a manufacturer as large as Dodge. This van is only 6 years old what the
heck!!!!! Ever since purchasing the vehicle numerous times when turning the key to start the
van it would do nothing, like if the battery was totally dead. I would move the shifter or
sometimes step on the brake pedal and then try starting it again and it would start and be fine. I
never knew when it would do it again. Numerous times I had the electrical system battery and
alternator checked they would always check out good. Recently after sitting overnight I couldn't
start the van. The battery had been totally drained. I had to call triple A to jump start it. The very
next morning the battery was totally drained again. I removed the battery, had it charged and
tested and the battery tested fine. Ah ha something was draining the battery as the van sat
overnight. T he last few times this in the past couple of weeks when the battery wasn't dead the
engine would crank but wouldn't turn over because the fuel pump wasn't sending any fuel to the
engine. Another problem was on a couple of occasions when coming out in the morning the
electric windows would be totally open. When it got to the point of the 2 days with the dead
battery issue I took the van in to the dealership Bengal Motors, Kingston, N. They diagnosed it
as having a bad TIPM. They kept it for about a week until they got the part and replaced the
TIPM. After researching the matter I was shocked when I learned the scope of the problem. I
certainly hope and expect to get reimbursed for this
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!!!!!!! I have been stranded a few times because the relay stayed closed after the ignition was
shut off, and the fuel pump continued to run draining the battery. Now, the van will frequently
not start because the relay stays open and does not supply power to the fuel pump. I ordered a
bypass cable from Vertical Visions to get my van back on the road. Chrysler needs to issue a
recall! If you have a for-profit service, contact us. Most Common Solutions: replace TIPM 15
reports not sure 6 reports install a fuel pump bypass relay easily into the tipm 1 reports
performed the bypass of tipm relay using other recall kit 1 reports. Find something helpful?
Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page Email this page. Also helpful for other
TIPM related problems. Find a good Dodge mechanic Read reviews of repair shops in your area.
Enter your zip code: A free service from CarTalk. Send Comment Add Complaint. Search
CarComplaints. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.

